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Licensing Guide

Thanks to the licenses, the possibilities of the IpDoor system can be expanded by enriching it with 
numerous additional features. This guide will show you how IpDoor can transform from a smart vi-
deophone system to a highly customizable access control device, a virtual switchboard, and even a 
terminal for elevator control.

 
To consult the document and choose the appropriate licenses, it will be helpful for you to know 
that:

• The licenses are available in two forms: as a single version or as a license package.

• Licenses can have unlimited or annual validity. Unlimited licenses are purchased once and provide 
guaranteed service for as long as you use the product. Annual licenses, on the other hand, expire one 
year after activation but can be renewed as needed.

• Licenses can be linked to the device on which they are activated, the account that activates them, 
or the system that hosts them.

• After purchasing the desired licenses, the installer can easily configure them through the web inter-
face by scanning the QR code that comes with them.

Before introducing the Licenses and additional services, we would like to remind you of the basic 
functions of the IpDoor system that are included by default with the purchase of an IpDoor panel:

• Adding a call button on the external display

• Activation of condominium access codes (not personal), without access history

• Ability to call an unlimited number of users 

• Possibility of calling mobile phones (IpDoor Mobile app) connected to the same LAN network as the 
entrance panel

• Possibility of calling the IpDoor Monitors connected to the same LAN network as the entrance panel

• Create unlimited call groups

• Connection to WiFi or PoE ethernet network

• Sending and receiving HTTP commands

• Acquisition of JPG snapshots (still images) from the external door station

• 2 “dry contact“ INPUTS

• 1 OUTPUT “12VDC@1A“ x 1sec

• 1 “dry contact“ NO OUTPUT
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Remote  Call

Available in multiple packs

Unlimited or annual validity

Can be associated with the device and/or user
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Description
The Remote Call license allows you to answer calls and manage the IpDoor system remotely. It is 
required in order to use the system via:

• mobile app (user)
• monitor or PC (devices)

onnected on a different network than the local one of the system.

This type of license can be associated with individual users and/or devices, or with one or more Fa-
milies (groups of 4 users/devices).

For example
•  If the courier is making an important delivery, but the owner is at work, it will be possible to respond 
to the video door phone via the app, by sending a pre-set or personalized text message which will 
appear on the external panel. It will be possible to give instructions for the delivery of the package, to 
open doors or gates remotely, and to verify the correct delivery using the video camera integrated 
into the door phone.
•  If some workers have to enter the garden for some maintenance work, but the owner is away from 
home for the weekend, the ordinary continuation of the work can be ensured by answering the video 
door phone and opening the gate remotely.

Remote call FAQ
•  When do the User/Device Remote Call License and the Remote Call Family licenses expire?
•  Both the User/Device Remote Call and Family Remote Call licenses can be purchased in their annual 
(renewable) or unlimited versions.
•  If I change my phone do I have to buy a new license?
•  No, you don’t need to repurchase the license. Just install the IpDoor Mobile application on the new 
phone and log in with the same username and password. The app will automatically download all the 
data from the Cloud, and you can go back to managing the IpDoor system exactly as before. 
•  What is the difference between a Family License and a Remote Call package for 3 users/devices?
•  In the Family License, the 4 users must all belong to the same call group.
•  Can I use a Remote Call license on multiple phones?
•  No, each Remote Call License is valid for one device only.
•  Can I use the remote call license on multiple systems?
•  No, the license is assigned to the user/device and is valid only in the system in which it was activated.

You need it to… 
•  Call mobile phones (IpDoor Mobile app users) connected outside the LAN network of the entrance 
panel
•  Call IpDoor Monitors connected outside the LAN network of the entrance panel
•  Call PCs (with an IpDoor Windows Client) connected outside the LAN network of the entrance panel

Did you know?
You can configure call forwarding and call delay settings, and set them to apply only on specific days 
and times. For instance, during working hours, calls can be routed to monitors and SIP phones in the 
office, while outside of those hours and on weekends, they can be redirected to the business owner’s 
smartphone.
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Button  License

Available in multiple packs

Unlimited Validity 

To be associated with the system
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Description
The default configuration of the system includes a single touch call button displayed on the ex-
ternal entrance panel. However, with this license, you can customize the panel by adding multiple 
touch call buttons according to your preference.

For example
• If there are two entrance panels in a system and both must show a different number of buttons, it 
will be possible, for example, to purchase a 10-button license and insert 6 buttons in one entrance 
panel and 4 in another.

• If there are 80 apartments in a condominium, divided into two stairwells of 50 and 30 apartments 
each, and every entrance has its own door station, it will be necessary to purchase 80 buttons (i.e. 8 
licenses of 10 buttons each) which will then be split into the different door stations.

FAQs
• Why is the Buttons License associated with the system?
The buttons present in a license package can be split among all the entrance panels present in a sy-
stem. Even after some time, it will be possible to move the buttons between several entrance panels, 
modifying the configurations as desired according to the new needs of the system.

You need it to…
• Add two or more call buttons to the external panel display (in addition to the one already provided 
by default)

Did you know?
The external entrance panel display can be configured for any housing requirement. You can set up 
direct call buttons (one/two/three-family solution), enter a scroll list of buttons (for example for a 
small building), or configure a numeric keypad to be used to call internal stations.
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Access Control

Available in multiple packs

Unlimited Validity 

To be associated with the entrance panel external 
device and with the users
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Description
The access control function enables the use of PIN and QR codes and the Bluetooth and NFC proto-
cols (badge/tag/smartphone) as personal credentials for user identification.
To activate the access control mode it is necessary to purchase and activate two types of licenses:
• The Device Access Control license, which allows the activation of the functionality on an external 
entrance panel.
• The User Access Control license, which allows a given number of users in the system to activate 
their credentials.

For example
• If you want to automate the entry/exit system of 10 employees in an office, you will need to purcha-
se the following licenses: a Device Access Control License, to be associated with the panel installed 
at the entrance, and an Access Control License for 10 Users so that all collaborators can activate 
their unique credential.

• If you have domestic collaborators but don’t want to leave your house keys with them, with IpDoor 
you can create a personal PIN (or QR) code for each one. This will allow collaborators to enter inde-
pendently, but only on specific days and/or times. The homeowner will be notified at every access.

• The access control credentials can be used to send commands to the internal relays of the entran-
ce panel, and to a home automation device or control unit in order to activate automated scenarios. 
For instance, you can associate a PIN code with the opening of a door or gate, and use the recogni-
tion of a Bluetooth device to turn on the lights and turn off the alarm.
 

FAQs
• How many Device and User Access Control licenses do I need?
A Device license must be purchased for each entrance panel on which you want to activate the ac-
cess control function. It will then be necessary to purchase a User license for each user who needs to 
activate their credentials.
 
• Do I need an additional license to use NFC badges or Bluetooth?
No, the User Access Control license enables all credentials available for a user.
 
• In the IpDoor access control system, does each user correspond to a single code/credential?
No. A user can also have multiple codes/credentials that activate different actions (open the door, 
disable the alarm, etc).

You need it to...
• Access your login history
• Create temporary guests/expiring credentials
• Use the NFC technology of your mobile phone for access
• Use your mobile phone’s Bluetooth technology for access
• Use a QR code for access
• Use badges / NFC tags for access
• Create personalized Post-ITs (TTS) that can be pronounced by the external panel 
• Notify access in real-time

Did you know?
You can combine the Access Control license with the Lift Integration license to better manage the 
flow of people inside large buildings. Go to the Lift Integration section to discover the available
features.
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Voice Command

Available in multiple packs

Unlimited Validity 

To be associated with the entrance panel external device
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Description
The Voice Command license enables the function that allows you to speak with the IpDoor entrance 
panels to activate calls or commands. To call, just approach the door station and say “Call” followed 
by the name of the person you are looking for. To perform activations, such as opening doors or 
gates for example, simply program a secret code (word or phrase) on the Console, and then pro-
nounce it near the station.

For example
• In environments such as condominium complexes, businesses, and hospitality establishments, 
where the influx of people entering buildings can be substantial, IpDoor’s contactless technology 
provides an added layer of protection, promoting strict hygiene measures and the health and safety 
of employees and visitors.

• The solution is particularly important for individuals with sensory or motor disabilities who cannot 
physically interact with the panel. Voice control enables fully autonomous use of the video intercom 
by allowing users to interact with their voice.

You need it to...
• Send voice commands to the panel
• Activate a call in hands-free mode
• Open a passage in hands-free mode
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LAN Integration

Unlimited Validity 

To be associated with the entrance panel external device

Cannot be used together with the Access Control license

Single license
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Description
With the LAN Integration license, an IpDoor external panel can act as a “SLAVE” device to a third-par-
ty access control server by transmitting access credentials from the panel to the main system.

For example
• If you use a third-party access control system with an Ethernet interface, you can use the IpDo-
or entrance panels as devices serving the existing access control (compatibility must always be 
checked).

IpDoor will transmit the access credentials that are read (such as a typed PIN or badge ID) to the 
access control server.

You need it to...
• Integrate the IpDoor system with compatible third-party software
• Integrate IpDoor with third-party access control systems (TCP/IP), with the entrance panel in slave mode
• Integrate IpDoor to the Dokify system
• Integrate IpDoor with the Get-Access for Hospitality system
• Integrate IpDoor with Italianway
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SIP Integration

Single license

Unlimited validity

To be associated with the entrance panel external device
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Description
With the SIP Integration license, an external panel can be registered on a VoIP switchboard (PBX/
PBAX), enabling it to communicate and connect with IP telephones in a VoIP telephone network. By 
integrating with the VoIP switchboards, it becomes possible to make calls from the IpDoor panel 
directly to the internal telephone that are registered on the switchboard.

For example 
• SIP interfacing is especially useful in corporate environments, as it allows calls from the external 
entrance panel to be routed directly to the company’s internal phones. This means that employees 
can answer the calls and remotely open doors and gates using a DTMF code entered on the phone’s 
numeric keypad.
• In residential contexts such as villas with a strong technological character, the license makes it 
possible to interface with internal home automation devices that use the SIP protocol for calls. When 
a visitor rings the external entrance panel, the user can answer from the SIP-compatible internal 
home automation device.
• For private residences or accommodations like bed and breakfasts, the SIP integration license al-
lows for integration with SIP service providers that can forward calls to the traditional telephone 
network. This is especially useful in areas with poor mobile coverage, such as in mountainous re-
gions. When a visitor rings the video door phone, the call will also ring through to a telephone and 
not just the app.

You need it to...
• Register an IpDoor device to a SIP PBX
• Activate a call to a VoIP internal number
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Audio/Video Streaming License

Unlimited validity

To be associated with the entrance panel external device

Single license
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Description
The audio/video streaming license enables network access to the images taken by the camera 
integrated into the IpDoor external station. The plate displays two H264 streams with HD resolution 
(1280×720) and QVGA (320×240) available both in RTSP and in ONVIF.
The ONVIF protocol also integrates two-way audio and the use of OUTPUTS.

You need it to...
• Give ONVIF/RTSP access to the video/audio streaming of the camera integrated into the entrance 
panels

For example
• A security company will be able to consult within its VMS software all the images coming from the 
external IpDoor plates, just as if they were video cameras. He will also be able to receive calls from 
license plates and answer from his own application.
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Elevator Integration

Unlimited validity

To be associated with the system

Single license
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Description
The Lift Integration license adds integration between access control and IpDoor terminals with the 
lifts present in a multi-storey building. The license is available for analog integration in combination 
with IP relays and for Cloud to Cloud integration with KONE models.

For example
• When a visitor rings the video intercom, they can use the device to automatically call the elevator 
to the floor of the person they are looking for. Alternatively, the system can call the tenant, who can 
then decide whether to send the elevator from their own internal monitor after identifying the visitor.

• The Lift Integration license, in combination with the IpDoor access control system, allows for access 
restriction to different floors of a building. Once a user logs in via PIN, QR code, Bluetooth, or NFC, the 
system will recognize them and send an elevator only to the authorized floors. This feature is useful in 
settings where access control is necessary, such as in office buildings, hotels, and other multi-level 
facilities.

Ti serve per…
• Integrazione con pulsantiera analogica ascensori
• Integrazione con cloud KONE ascensori
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Third-Party Devices

Unlimited validity

To be associated with the system

Single license
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Description
The license allows you to integrate third-party devices such as monitors (VoIP clients), video came-
ras, IP relays or SIP telephones into the IpDoor ecosystem.

For example
• You can integrate the IpDoor system with a video surveillance one. To do so, you can purchase the 
Third Party Device license for each camera you want to connect. This will allow you to view real-time 
video feeds from all connected cameras via your monitors or mobile app.

• If a company wants to use existing SIP telephones to answer calls and open doors, they will need to 
purchase the SIP Integration license to register the entrance panel on the PBX switchboard, as well 
as the Third-party device license for each SIP telephone.

You need it to..
• Make a Point-to-Point call to SIP devices (VoIP phone, VoIP client)
• Make a call to a VoIP internal number
• Send HTTP commands
• Connect third-party video surveillance cameras to the system
• Connect third-party IP relays
• Integrate with home automation servers/gateways (TCP/IP - HTTP)
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Monitoring

Single license

Unlimited or annual validity

To be associated with the system administrator user
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Description
This license allows you to constantly monitor the connection of IpDoor devices to the cloud server. In 
case of any network or connection issues causing one or more devices to disconnect, this security 
service sends prompt email or text message alerts to help you quickly address the problem.

For example 
• With the Monitoring license, the installer can provide a maintenance service to their customers, 
which includes immediate notifications of any device disconnections. This enables the installer to 
proactively address any issues and prevent any inconvenience for the user before they are even 
aware of the problem.

You need it to..
• Constant monitor the connection status of IpDoor monitors and external panels to the cloud server
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PC Client

Available in multiple packs

Unlimited validity

To be associated with the system
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Description
The PC Client license enables the addition of a Windows IpDoor client to an IpDoor system, allowing 
for centralized management of all incoming calls from entrance panels, monitors, users (apps), and 
SIP telephones. By downloading the software on a PC, users can easily manage all connected de-
vices from a single control center. It will be necessary to purchase a license for each computer that 
you want to add to an IpDoor system.

For example 
• With the PC Client license, hotel receptions can provide an enhanced customer experience and 
improve overall organization by efficiently managing all calls from guests in a centralized and op-
timized manner. The software allows for remote management of calls, ensuring that guests’ needs 
are attended to promptly and effectively.

• The PC Client license is particularly useful for companies with multiple branches, as it allows them 
to create a virtual reception and efficiently manage visitors. With one or more PCs, it is possible to 
control calls from an unlimited number of entrance panels, telephone sets, and other devices, re-
gardless of where they are physically installed. This enables you answer calls, manage entrances, 
and have a complete overview of people present in the company, providing a comfortable and 
efficient management solution. Additionally, this can be managed remotely for added convenience.

You need it to..
• Make calls to the IpDoor Desktop Clients of PCs that are connected to the same LAN network of the 
entrance panel
• Make calls to the IpDoor Desktop Clients of PCs outside the LAN network of the entrance panel (with 
the addition of the Remote Call license)
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General FAQ

• If I connect the system to multiple devices at the same time (tablets, phones, monitors), is it ne-
cessary to purchase additional licenses?

It depends.

Do you need to connect IpDoor devices within the local LAN network? You don’t need any additional 
licenses.
Do you need to connect third-party devices within the LAN network? You will need to purchase the 
Third Party Devices license.
Do you need to connect IpDoor devices outside the local LAN network? You will need the Remote Call 
license for the number of users/devices you want to connect.

• Can the Device Access Control license be used by all the accounts connected to the same
system?

No, the Device Access Control license alone is insufficient to activate the access control feature. In 
addition to this license, the User Access Control license must also be purchased. The User Access 
Control license determines the number of users who can generate their own credential for access 
control.

• Where do I configure the IpDoor licenses?

Purchased licenses are activated by the administrator via the web interface. Just enter the QR code 
provided with them and associate the desired accounts. In this way, the various users will obtain au-
thorization for their use.



Support

Need support?

Visit the online manual
Consult guides and datasheets

Write to technical support: support@ipdoor.com
Write to the commercial department: info@ipdoor.com

Call us: (+39) 049 825 6725

You can reasonably expect a system with a lifetime license to operate for at least 10 years after pur-
chase. Due to the development of general communication protocols, software, cloud platforms, har-
dware and the like, updates and/or modifications of existing software, firmware and hardware may 

be necessary after 10 years. These are not included in an unlimited license.
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